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In this paper, we introduce a new constraint qualification for composite opti-
mization problems. We show that this constraint qualification is a necessary and
sufficient condition for the uniqueness of Lagrange multipliers. We also show that
it is a natural extension of the strict Mangasarian]Fromovitz constraint qualifica-
tion to the composite optimization setting. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
n  . n  .Let X ; R be a nonempty closed convex set, f ? : R ª R and F ? :
R n ª R m be continuously differentiable functions, respectively. We con-
sider the following composite optimization problem:
minimize f x q h F x over X , P .  .  . .
 .  T T 4where h u s sup y u y 1r2 y Qy , Q is an m = m symmetric posi-y g Y
tive semi-definite matrix, Y ; R m is a nonempty polyhedral convex set,
and T indicates the transpose.
A very large class of optimization problems can be formulated in the
 .form of P .
w xEXAMPLE 1 3 . If Q ' 0 and Y is a nonempty polyhedral convex cone,
 .  .  . oP is the problem of minimizing f x subject to x g X and F x g Y ,
where o indicates the polar of a convex set.
w xEXAMPLE 2 3 . If f ' 0, Q ' 0, and Y is the unit simplex consisting of
 . mthe vectors y s y , . . . , y such that y G 0 and  y s 1, the function1 m i is1 i
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 .   .  .4being minimized in P is max f x , . . . , f x , where f are components1 m i
w xof F for i s 1, . . . , m. For more about composite optimization, see 3]6
and references therein.
 .The Lagrangian function for P is
L x , y s f x q yTF x y 1r2 yTQy for x g X and y g Y . 1 .  .  .  .
 .A generalized Karush]Kuhn]Tucker GKKT for short point is a pair
 .x, y g X = Y such that
0 g = L x , y q N x . .x X
2 . 0 g y= L x , y q N y , . .y Y
 .  .where N x and N y are the normal cones to X and Y at x and y inX Y
the sense of convex analysis, y is called a Lagrange multiplier ¨ector
T .  .  .  .associated with x, and = L x, y s =f x q =F x y and = L x, y sx y
 .F x y Qy.
w x  .DEFINITION 1 3 . A point x is called a feasible solution to P if
 .x g X and F x g U, where U s dom h. The basic constraint qualification
 .   ..BCQ will be said to hold at such a point x if the only vector y g N F xU
T .  .with y=F x y g N x is y s 0.X
w xApplying the same argument of the proof in 4, Proposition 2.4 , we can
show that
ow xU s rc Y l nul Q , 3 .
where nul indicates the null space of a matrix, and rc indicates the
recession cone of a convex set. Constraint qualifications play important
roles in optimization theory for deriving optimality conditions. Under the
BCQ, we have the following proposition.
w x  .PROPOSITION 1 3, Theorem 1 . If x is a locally optimal solution to P
at which the basic constraint qualification holds, then there is a ¨ector y g Y
 .such that x, y is a GKKT point.
The aim of this paper is to study conditions under which Lagrange
multipliers associated with a given x will be unique. In the next section, we
 .introduce a new constraint qualification for P , and demonstrate that this
qualification is a necessary and sufficient condition for the uniqueness of
Lagrange multipliers. We also give a characterization of this qualification
in terms of an auxiliary problem.
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2. STRICT BASIC CONSTRAINT QUALIFICATION
 .DEFINITION 2. The strict basic constraint qualification SBCQ will be
said to hold at a feasible solution x with respect to a vector y g Y if the
H T .  .  .  .only vector y g nul Q l F x lT y with y=F x y g N x qY X
ow  .x  .  .D m= L x, y is y s 0, where T y s N y is the tangent conemG 0 x Y Y
to Y at y.
When Q is symmetric positive definite, the SBCQ holds at x trivially for
any y g Y. To demonstrate that the SBCQ implies the BCQ, we need a
technical lemma.
LEMMA 1. The following statements hold.
o H .  .  .a For any u g U, N u s U l u , where U is gi¨ en by 3 .U
 .  .b For any y g Y, rc Y ; T y .Y
T .  .Proof. A vector z g N u if and only if z u y u F 0 for all u g U.U
ow xSince U s rc Y l nul Q , 2u and 0 are elements of U. Thus we have that
T T T T T .  .  .z 2u y u s z u F 0 and z 0 y u s z yu F 0. Hence z u s 0.
T .Therefore z g N u if and only if z H u and z u F 0 for all u g U. TheU
 .conclusion of a follows.
 . w xIt remains to prove b . By 7, Theorem 8.1 , z g rc Y if and only if
z q Y ; Y. In particular, z q y g Y for all z g rc Y. This implies that
 .rc Y ; T y .Y
PROPOSITION 2. If the SBCQ holds at a feasible solution x with respect to
y g Y, then the BCQ holds at x.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 that
H Ho w xN F x s U l F x s rc Y l nul Q l F x .  .  . .U
H .   ..  .  .and rc Y ; T y . Thus N F x ; nul Q l F x lT y . On the otherY U Y
 .  . w  .xhand, clearly N x ; N x q D m= L x, y . The result follows.X X m G 0 x
n  .Remark. When X s R , x, y is a GKKT point, and the SBCQ holds
 .at x with respect to y, then = L x, y s 0. Thus the SBCQ becomes thatx
H T .  .  .if the only vector y g nul Q l F x lT y with y=F x y s 0 isY
y s 0.
The role of the SBCQ can be seen from the following theorem.
 .THEOREM 1. Suppose that x, y is a GKKT point. Then the SBCQ holds
at x with respect to y if and only if y is the unique Lagrange multiplier ¨ector.
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 .Proof. « . Suppose that y g Y is another Lagrange multiplier vector.Ã
It follows that
y= L x , y y = L x , y y = L x , y .  .  .Ãx x x
Ts y= L x , y y =F x y y y g N x . .  . .  .Ãx X
Thus
Ty=F x y y y g N x q m= L x , y . 4 .  .  . . .Ã DX x
mG0
 .By y y y g T y and GKKT conditions, we haveÃ Y
T Ty y y F x y Qy F 0 and y y y F x y Qy F 0. .  . . .  . .Ã Ã Ã
T .  .It implies that y y y Q y y y F 0. Since Q is symmetric positive semi-Ã Ã
 .  .  .definite, Q y y y s 0. From x, y and x, y being GKKT points, weÃ Ã
have
T T
y y y F x s y y y F x y Qy F 0, .  . . .  .Ã Ã
and
T Ty y y F x s y y y F x y Qy F 0. .  . .  .  .Ã Ã Ã
H .  .  .Therefore, y y y g nul Q l F x lT y , and 4 holds. But y y y / 0,Ã ÃY
which is a contradiction to the SBCQ. This proves the ``if'' part.
 .¥ Suppose that there are a nonnegative constant m and a nonzero
H T .  .  .  .  .y9 g nul Q l F x lT y with ym= L x, y y =F x y9 g N x .Y x X
 .  .Then from y= L x, y g N x , we havex X
T y1y 1 q m =f x q =F x y q 1 q m y9 g N x , .  .  .  .  . . X
T y1w  .  .   . .x  .which implies that y =f x q =F x y q 1 q m y9 g N x . Also,X
for any y g Y,
Ty1 y1y y y q 1 q m y9 F x y Q y q 1 q m y9 .  .  . .  .
Ty1s y y y q 1 q m y9 F x y Qy by y9 g nul Q, .  . . .
T Hs y y y F x y Qy by y9 g nul Q l F x , .  .  . .
F 0.
y1  . .Thus x, y q 1 q m y9 is another GKKT point, which contradicts the
hypothesis. The proof is complete.
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 .  .Let x, y be a GKKT point for P . Consider the auxiliary problem.
T TÃminimize =f x x9 q h =F x x9 over x9 g X 9, P9 .  .  . .
H TÃ .  .  . where X 9 s T x l = L x, y , and h u s sup y9 u yX x y 9g Y 9
T H4  .   . .1r2 y9 Qy9 with Y 9 s T y l F x y Qy . The following theoremY
 .gives a characterization of the SBCQ in terms of P9 .
 .  .THEOREM 2. Suppose that x, y is a GKKT point for P . Then the
following statements hold.
 .  .a If the BCQ holds at x9 s 0 for P9 , then the SBCQ holds at x
 .with respect to y for P .
 .b Suppose that
H
= L x , y l ri T x / B, 5 .  . .  .x X
where ri indicates the relati¨ e interior of a con¨ex set. Then the SBCQ holds at
 .  .x with respect to y for P if and only if the BCQ holds at x9 s 0 for P9 .
Ã Ã Ã . wProof. Let U be the domain of h. Like 3 , we have U s rc Y 9 l
xonul Q . Since Y 9 is a nonempty closed convex cone, rc Y 9 s Y 9. Thus by
 .a of Lemma 1, we have
ÃoN 0 s U .ÃU
H Hs T y l F x y Qy l nul Q s T y l F x l nul Q, .  .  .  . .Y Y
6 .
and
oH
HN 0 s N 0 s T x l = L x , y . .  .  .  .X 9 T  x .l = L x , y . X xX x
w xFrom 7, Corollary 16.4.2 , we have
oHT x l = L x , y > N x q m= L x , y . 7 .  .  . .  .DX x X x
mgR
 .  .  . w  .x  .Since y= L x, y g N x , N x q D m= L x, y s N x qx X X m g R x X
w  .x  .D m= L x, y . Thus, the BCQ holding at 0 for P9 implies themG 0 x
 .  .SBCQ holding at x with respect to y for P . Part a follows.
 .  .It remains to prove part b . We observe that if the sets in 7 are equal,
w x  .then the result follows. By 7, Corollary 16.4.2 , the equality in 7 holds
 .when 5 is true. This completes the proof.
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 . nRemark. Condition 5 is trivially satisfied when X s R .
3. CONNECTIONS WITH NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING
n  .T   .T  .T . n lWhen X s R , Q s 0, F x s G x , H x with G: R ª R , H:
R n ª R k, and Y s R l = R k with m s l q k, thenq
kl  40 if G x g R and H x g 0 , .  .yh F x s . .  q` otherwise.
 .Problem P becomes the nonlinear programming problem:
 .  .  .NP minimize f x 8
l .  .subject to G x g R , 9y
k .  4  .H x g 0 . 10
Let each component of G and H be g and h , respectively. A well knowni i
 .constraint qualification for NP is the following.
w x  .  .DEFINITION 3 2 . Suppose that x satisfies 9 and 10 . The Mangasar-
 .ian]Fromovitz Constraint Qualification MFCQ is said to hold at x if
 .=h x , i s l q 1, l q 2, . . . , l q k are linearly independent and therei
n  .  <  . 4  .exists a z g R such that =g x z - 0, i g I s i g x s 0 , and =h x zi i i
s 0, i s l q 1, l q 2, . . . , l q k.
The dual statement of the MFCQ is that the only vector y g
T  ..  . w xl kN F x with =F x y s 0 is y s 0. It is shown in 5, p. 94 that theR =04y
 .BCQ holding at x for NP turns into the dual statement of the MFCQ.
A slight tightening of the MFCQ is the strict Mangasarian]Fromovitz
 . w xConstraint Qualification SMFCQ 1 , which can be stated as follows.
 .DEFINITION 4. Suppose that x, y is a GKKT point. The SMFCQ is
 .  .said to hold at x with respect to y if =g x , i g J, =h x , i s l q 1, 2 qi i
l, . . . , l q k are linearly independent, and there exists a z g R n such that
=g x z - 0 for i g K , =g x z s 0 for i g J , .  .i i
and =h x z s 0 for i s l q 1, . . . , l q k , .i
 < 4  < 4where J s i g I y ) 0 and K s i g I y s 0 depend on the multiplieri i
vector y.
 .A GKKT point for NP is usually called a Karush]Kuhn]Tucker point
 .in nonlinear programming. Now suppose that x, y is a GKKT point for
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 .  .NP , and the SBCQ holds at x with respect to y, then = L x, y s 0x
nfollows from X s R . The SBCQ holding at x means that the only vector
H T .  .  .y g F x lT y with y=F x y s 0 is y s 0. In view of Definition 4,Y
we have the following proposition.
 .PROPOSITION 3. Suppose that x, y is a GKKT point. Then the SMFCQ
holding at x with respect to y is equi¨ alent to the SBCQ holding at x with
respect to y.
w xProof. It has been shown in 1, Proposition 1.1 that the SMFCQ holds
 .  .for x with respect to y if and only if there exists no s , t / 0, 0 suchI
that s G 0 for i g K andi
lqk
s =g x q s =g x q t =h x s 0, .  .  .  i i i i j j
igK igJ jslq1
 .where s s s ; i g I . Thus, the SMFCQ is equivalent to that the onlyI i
H T .  .  .l kvector y g F x l T y with y=F x y s 0 is y s 0. This is theR =Rq
exact statement of the SBCQ at x with respect to y.
By Theorem 1, Propositions 2 and 3, we have the following two corollar-
ies.
COROLLARY 1. The SMFCQ implies the MFCQ.
w x  .COROLLARY 2 1, Proposition 1.1 . Assume that x, y is a GKKT point
 .for NP . Then the SMFCQ holds at x with respect to y if and only if the
Lagrange multiplier ¨ector y is unique.
The author is currently investigating implications of the SBCQ in
 .sensitivity analysis for problem P , and planning to report results else-
where.
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